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Abstract: 
    The choice of binary Pseudonoise (PN) sequences with specific properties, having 

long period high complexity, randomness, minimum cross and auto- correlation which 

are essential for some communication systems. 

      In this research a nonlinear PN generator is introduced . It consists of a combination 

of  basic components like Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR), β-element which is a 

type of RxR crossbar switches. 

          The period and complexity of a sequence which are generated by the proposed 

generator are computed and the randomness properties of these sequences are measured 

by well-known randomness tests. 

 

Introduction:  
        A necessary condition for a 

sequence to be suitable for use as 

enciphering sequence in a stream cipher 

system is that it should “ appear to be “ 

random. The aim of this requirement is 

two-folded, firstly, to ensure that any 

statistical properties of the plain text are 

not reflected in the cipher text, 

secondary, to prevent a cryptanalyst who 

know a section of the enciphering 

sequences from successfully predicting 

subsequent bits of it [1] . One of the 

most important methods for generating 

(PN) sequences is the Linear Feedback 

Shift Register (LFSR). Figure -1 shows a 

general model for LFSR. It is known that 

some tapping can produce binary 

sequence with  a period of (2
n 

 -1) bits 

and a two- valued auto-correlation with 

high value of "Index of Discrimination is 

defined as the difference between the in-

phase value and the maximum of te out –

phase value for the auto- correlation 

function . 

           The major problem with the linear 

sequence is the low complexity of 2n 

bits, which means that 2n consecutive 

bits determine the rest of the sequence.  

 
 

Fig .1 General diagram of a linear 

feedback shift register 

 

Nonlinear generator: 

2.1 General description: 
      Figure -2 shows a general diagram 

of our proposed nonlinear generator  

 
Figure -2: General diagram of 

nonlinear generator 
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        The sorting network is constructed 

from n consecutive β-element, which is a 

type of RxR crossbar switches. Each β-

element accept (Io,I1) as input and 

produce (Oo,O1) as output . In addition, 

β-element contains control line to 

determine the type of relation between 

the input and output, this line is denoted 

by C. β-element produces all possible 

permutations according to the value of C 

as follows: 

         If C=0 then, the output permutation 

is (0) (1) 

         If C=1 then, the output permutation 

is (0,1). 

         There exist many states to β –

element: 

1. T-state or straight state occurs when 

C=0, in this state the output is equal to 

the input at the same positions. 

2. X-state occurs when C=1, this state 

exchange the positions of input to 

produce output. 

3. Unspecified state occurs when C 

takes an unspecific value (c=d). 

The following equations describe the 

relation between input and output. 

                                                      

O0=C I0+CI1     ………  1  

                                                    

O1= CI0+C I1    ………  2 

The above equations may be rewritten 

using connectivity matrix as follows: 
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2.2 Sorting network : 
       This network is a type of 

permutation networks, the basic 

component of that network is β-element . 

It is possible to merge two sorting 

networks with n and m inputs to get 

sorting network of (m+n) inputs. There 

are many algorithms to achieve the 

merge operation , Batche algorithm [3] , 

it seems to be ideal . 

         The delay time which be used to 

merge two sorting networks can be 

computed by the following equations: 

T(m, 0)=T(0 , n)=0                     ……..3 

T( 1, 1)=1                                    ……4 

T(n , m)=1 + log (max (n, m)) for n, 

m>1 …5    

 

         The number of β-element which 

are needed to merge can be computed by 

the following recurrence relation: 

   

  C (m, n) = 
 




 2)1()2,2/(2 lnmnlmC

mn            

if

if
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1
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2.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF 

NONLINEAR GENERATOR: 
         Consider one stage of our proposed 

generator as shown in figure -3. 

 

 
                                                                              

 Figure 3:One stage of nonlinear 

generator 

 
        The important properties of the 

output sequence are analyzed as follows: 

A-  Period: Formally an infinite 

sequence  na  is called periodic, if there 

exists an integer p≠0 such that at+p =at 

for all t. If such an integer exists then 

 na  is equal to       a0 a1 a2………..ap-1a0 

a1…….ap-1 a0……. 

       The smallest value for p is called the 

period of the sequence and in this case, 

we say that  na  is generated by a0 

a1......ar-1 [4,5]. 
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Theorem: If  LFSR#1  has maximum 

period p1,p1=2
r
-1 and LFSR#2 has 

maximum period p2, p2=2
s
-1 , and the 

greatest common divisor  (gcd) between 

p1,p2 equal to 1 {gcd(p1,p2)=1} then the 

output sequence has a period equal 2p1p2 

Proof:let p be a period of a proposed  

generator, p≠1,then the output of 

generator must                                                                                                                  

be repeated after p1p2 of moves , and in 

each move the generator produces two 

bits . Therefore, there are 2p1p2 bits 

generated by our generator because gcd 

(p1,p2)=1 , and both p1,p2 divide p so 

that p is 2p1p2  
 

B-Randomness: The desired 

randomness properties are summarized 

as follows [4]: 

postulate 1: Equal probabilities of 1’s 

and 0’s in the sequence. 

postulate 2: Equal probabilities of each 

run of 1-bit in the sequence. 

postulate 3: The auto correlation 

function should be with maximum index 

of discrimination . 

       For the linear maximal length 

sequence all above postulates are 

satisfied. However, 

for the sequence generated our proposed 

generator, all above postulates are 

satisfied, and the sequence passes well-

known randomness tests [4,5]. 
 

C-Complexity: The complexity of a 

periodic sequence is defined as the 

length of its linear equivalent, which is 

minimum number of consecutive bits 

which are required to predict the sub 

sequence of the sequence. There are 

several ways to determine the linear 

equivalent of any given binary sequence. 

The algorithm given by Massey [ 6 ] 

seems to be ideal. 

       In this study, many sequences are 

generated by our proposed generator by 

using linear feedback shift registers with 

maximum period and with different 

initial states. When we apply the Massey 

algorithm on these sequences we get 

complexity (length of linear equivalent) 

equal to p1p2 where p1,p2 are the period 

of first, and second register respectively, 

note that. The above study focuses on 

one stage of proposed generator, we  

generalized that study by using multiple 

LFSR s with different lengths, initial 

values and feedback functions, we get 

the same properties. For example when 

n=4 the design of our proposed generator 

is shown in figure 4 . 

The complexity to whole generator is: 

                       

P1*P2………Pn         where    Pi : The 

period or LFSR# i 
 

The generator will produce n-bits 

at each cycle (n is the number of LFSR 

which are used in design) so that this 

generator is faster than other generators , 

and the error is easy to detected. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

Fig -4 nonlinear generator when n=4 
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Analysis of Results: 
         In this study binary sequences 

generated by the proposed generator 

with different number of linear feed back 

shift are registers with different lengths 

and different initial states. These 

sequences are satisfy all the previous 

characteristics and pass well known 

randomness tests. 

          These sequences can be used as a 

strong key in a stream cipher systems to 

ensure the information security provided 

in such systems. 

          The design of our generator can be 

implemented by using simple and 

standard components, also, it is easy to 

simulate on the computer. 

          The permutation networks which 

produce all possible permutations give 

more complexity to the sequences that 

generated by random number generators. 
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سلاسل مااكوو   . 2002، بيمان مجيد  الداودي ..6
كساااال  ماجساااتيك. وتيااا  التكبيااا  جام ااا  التبولوجيااا  .

 توكيت.
.  ااااول الاااادي اميوا  8991الاااادوكي ماااا   ميااااد ، .7

الكمزياا  ، كسااال  ماجسااتيك ، وتياا  التكبياا  الجام اا  
 المست صكي .

 

 
 التبديلتوليد مفتاح قوي لأنظمة التشفير الانسيابي يعتمد على شبكات 

 *كاظم مهدي هاشم

 اضيات /وتي  التكبي  /جام   القادسي قسم الكي *

 

 الخلاصة:
ال شاااوا ي   ات الخصاااا ص الخاصااا  بال شاااوا ي  ضاااكوكي  لاااب      مااا   الأكقااااماختيااااك ستسااات   إن
 .الاتصالات

الخماي ون صاك  زا  الإبسيم  )مسجل   ساسي في ه ا الب ث تم اقتكاح مولد للأكقام ال شوا ي  يتوون من موو ات 
تباااكات القياسااي  كهااا باسااتخدام الاخالث ا ياا  وتاام اختبا الأكقااامبيتاااو وباسااتخدام هاا ا المولااد تاام توليااد نااد  سلاساال ماان 
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